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Measurement and modelling of
homogeneous axisymmetric turbulence
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A new method for determining the slow and rapid pressure–strain rate terms directly
from wind-tunnel experiments has been developed with the aid of a newly developed
theoretical description of the kinematics of homogeneous axisymmetric turbulence.
Both the straining and the return-to-isotropy process of homogeneous axisymmetric
turbulence are studied with the aim of improving Reynolds stress closures. Direct
experimental determination of the different terms in the transport equation for the
Reynolds stress tensor plays a major role in the validation and development of tur-
bulence models. For the first time it is shown that the pressure–strain correlation can
be determined with good accuracy without balancing it out from the Reynolds stress
transport equation (and without measuring the pressure). Instead it is determined
through evaluation of integrals containing second- and third-order two-point velocity
correlations. All the terms in the Reynolds stress equations are measured directly and
balance is achieved.

1. Introduction
Axisymmetric turbulence is the simplest type of turbulence where redistribution

of energy, related to pressure–strain and anisotropic dissipation, exists. The lowest
level of turbulence models at which such effects enter explicitly is that in which
transport equations are formulated for the individual Reynolds stress components.
To study these effects experimentally we have generated nearly isotropic turbulence
by a monoplane grid containing square rods, and used the axisymmetric straining field
of the contraction in the MTL wind-tunnel at KTH. In this way highly anisotropic
axisymmetric turbulence was generated at the beginning of the test section. The
straining also ensures a very good homogeneity of the flow.

The theory of axisymmetric turbulence was first analysed by Batchelor (1946) fol-
lowed by Chandrasekhar (1950) and recently by Lindborg (1995). Lindborg used
a representation that makes use of the ‘cylindrical’ symmetry properties and con-
siderably simplified the earlier theory which used a representation more suited to
the isotropic ‘spherical’ case. He was also able to derive new explicit relations for
the pressure–strain correlations as integrals over measurable two-point velocity cor-
relations. This formalism was utilized in the present experimental investigation of
intercomponent transfer both in the straining phase and in the subsequent relaxation
towards isotropy.

The use of grids in a uniform stream to generate turbulence may be said to
have begun with the work of Simmons & Salter in 1934 and was used the year
after by Taylor (1935b) who proposed a linear decay law for the streamwise energy
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component. Theoretical work on the isotropic turbulence problem was also presented
by von Kármán & Howarth (1938) for the ‘final period of decay’. Experimental
studies of the dynamics and the decay of isotropic turbulence were later conducted by
e.g. Batchelor & Townsend (1947, 1948) Grant & Nisbet (1957), Frenkiel & Klebanoff
(1971) among others.

It is also well known that grid-generated turbulence has slightly higher energy
content in the streamwise component compared to the lateral ones. Comte-Bellot &
Corrsin (1966) used a small contraction in order to account for that effect and produce
nearly isotropic turbulence. Their results have been used for modelling purposes in
numerous investigations, e.g. by Lumley & Newman (1977) to define asymptotic
conditions as the anisotropy becomes small.

The effect of the straining field in an axisymmetric contraction on turbulence is
of interest both to the wind-tunnel designer and the turbulence theoretician. The
historical development of the theory of turbulence passing a contraction appears to
have begun with the ideas of Prandtl (1930) and was extended by Taylor (1935a),
who addressed the already, at that time, well known effect that a contraction reduces
the longitudinal fluctuations.

Experimental studies of axisymmetric strained turbulence began with the measure-
ments of Uberoi (1956, 1957), followed by Hussain & Ramjee (1976) who investigated
the influence of different axisymmetric contraction shapes. Warhaft (1980) was able
to incorporate thermal fluctuations in grid-generated turbulence in order to examine
the effect of an axisymmetric strain on passive scalar fluctuations.

Experimentally, the return to isotropy of axisymmetric turbulence has been studied
by Uberoi (1956, 1957), Warhaft (1980) and Groth, Hallbäck & Johansson (1989), who
investigated grid-generated turbulence strained by the axisymmetric contraction of a
wind tunnel. Choi (1983) was able to generate an axisymmetric expansion and a plane
distortion in the wind tunnel by changing the inlet duct to the test section. Anisotropic
turbulence after a plane distortion was also studied by Tucker & Reynolds (1968),
and then by Gence & Mathieu (1980). Le Penven, Gence & Comte-Bellot (1985) used
two different inlet ducts to generate an axisymmetric contraction and an expansion.

Most of these earlier studies are focused on the behaviour of the measured single-
point Reynolds stress components to analyse the ‘return-to-isotropy’ problem. This
approach is here extended to include two-point measurements. To better understand
the energy redistribution process in the test section of the wind tunnel we here
attempt to isolate the two parts of the ‘return-to-isotropy’ mechanism representing
the viscous and pressure related effects. The two parts are extremely difficult to
measure separately in a wind tunnel because of the several different velocity derivative
moments contained in the total dissipation rate tensor and because of the difficulty of
measuring pressure fluctuations. This split can, however, easily be performed on data
from direct numerical simulations (DNS) where one can solve the Poisson equation
for the fluctuating pressure, see e.g. Lee & Reynolds (1985), Mansour, Kim & Moin
(1988) and Hallbäck, Sjögren & Johansson (1993). The task is much more difficult in
a physical experiment.

In the present investigation the velocity is measured at two different points simul-
taneously in order to determine the two-point second- and third-order velocity cor-
relations. This procedure gives us the possibility of determining all essential statistics
and the kinematic behaviour of homogeneous axisymmetric turbulence, see Lindborg
(1995).

Our objective here is to study the effect of axisymmetric strain, and the subsequent
return towards isotropy when the strain is removed, in the context of Reynolds
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stress closures. The primary quantities in Reynolds stress turbulence closures are the
Reynolds stresses uiuj and the dissipation rate ε. The transport equations for these
quantities can be written

Duiuj
Dt

= Pij +Πij − εij −
∂Jijk

∂xk
, (1.1)

Dε

Dt
= Pε + Tε − Dε − ∂Jεk

∂xk
. (1.2)

The production term Pij can be explicitly expressed in the primary quantities and
the mean velocity gradient tensor, and does not need to be modelled. All other
terms depend on unknown correlations and require modelling. In order to separate
amplitude and anisotropy related behaviour we here prefer to split the equation (1.1)
into transport equations for the kinetic energy, K = 1

2
uiui, and the Reynolds stress

anisotropy tensor, aij = uiuj/K − 2
3
δij ,

DK

Dt
= P− ε− ∂Jk

∂xk
, (1.3)

Daij
Dt

= P(a)
ij +

1

K
(Π (r)

ij +Π
(s)
ij )− ε

K
(eij − aij) + Diff(a)

ij , (1.4)

where P = 1
2
Pkk is the production of kinetic energy and ε = 1

2
εkk is the total

dissipation rate. In analogy with the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor one defines
the dissipation rate anisotropy tensor as

eij =
εij

ε
− 2

3
δij (1.5)

which is a part of the dissipative sink term in equation (1.4). This term is also
determined directly from the two-point measurements.

The pressure–strain correlation, Πij , is normally split into a rapid part (r) that
responds immediately to changes in the mean velocity gradient field, and a slow part
(s) which is the part that remains in the absence of mean velocity gradients. For
homogeneous turbulence the last (diffusion) term in equations (1.1) to (1.4) vanishes.

In the case of axisymmetric turbulence there is only one vector determining the
overall symmetry and the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor has only one independent
component. We here let the symmetry axis be aligned with the x1-coordinate direction
so that the off-diagonal components of aij are zero and a22 = a33 = − 1

2
a11. The

transport equations for the Reynolds stress anisotropy, the turbulent energy, and the
total dissipation rate for the case of homogeneous axisymmetric turbulence then read

U
da11

dx
= P(a)

11 +
1

K
(Π (r)

11 +Π
(s)
11 )− ε

K
(e11 − a11), (1.6)

U
dK

dx
= P− ε, (1.7)

U
dε

dx
= Pε + Tε − Dε. (1.8)

The Taylor hypothesis is used to convert the time derivative to derivatives associated
with the downstream position, as usual for studies of homogeneous axisymmetric
turbulence in wind-tunnel experiments.
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In order to close this set of transport equations one needs to express the unknown
quantities, such as pressure–strain rate and dissipation rate anisotropy in terms of
known quantities. This has been the topic of numerous investigations and is discussed
in detail by Sjögren & Johansson (1997), where realizable nonlinear algebraic models
are derived for both the dissipation rate anisotropy and the pressure–strain rate terms.

For an infinitely rapid strain we can see from (1.6) that the anisotropy state is
determined by the action of the production term P(a)

ij and the rapid pressure–strain

rate Π (r)
ij . In the absence of mean strain, on the other hand, the return-to-isotropy

process is governed by the slow pressure–strain rate, Π (s)
ij , and the anisotropy of the

dissipation rate tensor, eij . In order to separate these effects in a situation with finite
strain one has to be able to determine all of these different quantities.

The pressure–strain correlation has traditionally been regarded as unmeasureable.
The technique for measuring the velocity by hot-wire anemometry is based on a
macroscopic relation between the velocity surrounding the hot wire and its consequent
cooling. Such a simple relation does unfortunately not exist for the fluctuating
pressure. Any device which is put into a turbulent flow will naturally have a no-
slip boundary condition. This will automatically create a fluctuating pressure field
around the device which will be very complicated to measure. If one could solve
this problem and measure the pressure fluctuation the task of relating the measured
pressure fluctuation to that in the undisturbed flow would still be extremely difficult.
To measure the fluctuating pressure in the interior of the flow is therefore more or
less impossible.

The only way to determine the pressure–strain correlation has so far been to
extract it from the balance of the transport equation for the Reynolds stress tensor
by measuring all the other terms, see Harris, Graham & Corrsin (1977) and Sjögren
& Johansson (1994), with the obvious consequence that one can only determine the
sum of the rapid and the slow parts. The theoretical description of the kinematics
of homogeneous axisymmetric turbulence by Lindborg (1995) provides new exact
analytical expressions for the pressure–strain correlations as integrals over various
measurable two-point velocity correlations, i.e. the solution of the Poisson equation
for the pressure–strain correlation. This newly developed theoretical work opens up
the possibility of separately measuring the different parts of the pressure–strain tensor
in a flow with finite strain.

In this investigation the slow pressure–strain and the rapid pressure–strain have
been measured in the presence of finite strain in the contraction in a wind tunnel. These
are the first measurements presented in the literature to this date in which the different
parts of the pressure–strain have been obtained separately. The slow pressure–strain
was also determined from two-point third-order velocity moments in the relaxation
towards isotropy downstream of the contraction. Also, the dissipation rate anisotropy
has a direct influence on the evolution of Reynolds stress anisotropy, and was
determined directly from measurements both in the strained and the relaxation phases.

In §2 we will first analyse the return-to-isotropy process without the restriction
of axisymmetry. The need for nonlinear models is here demonstrated. The Lindborg
(1995) formulation for the kinematics of axisymmetric turbulence is reviewed in §3,
with emphasis on the integral description of the pressure–strain terms. The modelling
approach, within the context of Reynolds stress closures, for the redistribution terms
is briefly discussed in §4. The experimental procedure and and its validations are
described in §5, and the results are given in §6, followed by some concluding remarks
in §7.
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2. General formulation of return to isotropy
In a decaying, anisotropic, homogeneous turbulence field without mean velocity

gradients the production terms, (P,Pε,P(a)
ij ), the diffusion related terms, (Jk, J

ε
k ,Diff(a)

ij ),

and the rapid pressure–strain, Π (r)
ij , vanish. For this situation interest will be focused

on the slow pressure–strain correlation, Π (s)
ij , and the dissipation rate anisotropy, eij .

The governing Reynolds stress transport (RST) equations for anisotropic turbulence
relaxing towards isotropy in a homogeneous turbulent field are

daij
dt

=
ε

K

(
Π

(s)
ij

ε
− eij + aij

)
, (2.1)

dK

dt
= −ε, (2.2)

dε

dt
= Tε − Dε. (2.3)

From equation (2.2) one can see that the natural timescale for the decay of turbulence
kinetic energy is τd = K/ε,

1

τd
= − 1

K

dK

dt
=

ε

K
. (2.4)

Following the work by Lumley & Newman (1977), the natural way to close the above
set of equations, within the RST context, is to model the terms on the right-hand side
as functions of aij , its invariants, IIa, IIIa, and the turbulent Reynolds number, ReT :

IIa = aikaki, IIIa = aijajkaki, ReT =
4K2

νε
. (2.5)

For modelling purposes it is also convenient to introduce

F = 1− 9
8
(IIa − IIIa), A = 61/2 IIIa

II
3/2
a

, (2.6)

where we can see that 0 6 F 6 1 and −1 6 A 6 1. The quantity (1− F) is a measure
of the ‘degree of two-componentality’ being unity in the two-component limit and A
is the ‘degree of axisymmetry’. The most general expression for what is often referred
to as the ‘return-to-isotropy’ tensor, φij , can, using the theory of invariants, be written

−φij =
Π

(s)
ij

ε
− eij = γ1aij + γ2(aikakj − 1

3
IIaδij), (2.7)

where γ1 = γ1(IIa, IIIa, ReT ) and γ2 = γ2(IIa, IIIa, ReT ). Correspondingly, assuming that
τd is characteristic also for the decay of the total dissipation rate, the right-hand side
of equation (2.3) is given by

Tε − Dε = −ψ ε
2

K
, (2.8)

where ψ = ψ(IIa, IIIa, ReT ). The different nature of Tε and Dε could suggest separate
modelling of them, as discussed by Cambon, Jacquin & Lubrano (1992). We have
now reduced the problem of the return to isotropy in homogeneous turbulence to
the determination of the form of three functions of the independent invariants of
the anisotropy tensor and the Reynolds number. One of the limitations of using a
second-order closure, i.e. using algebraic models, is that they automatically give the
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same principal axes of the modelled tensor as those of the tensor it is modelled by.
This is not generally true for shear flows.

To separate different physical aspects in the process of intercomponent transfer, i.e.
those arising from pressure fluctuations and those related to dissipative effects, one
normally splits equation (2.7) into two parts

eij = α1aij + α2(aikakj − 1
3
IIaδij), (2.9)

Π
(s)
ij

ε
= β1aij + β2(aikakj − 1

3
IIaδij), (2.10)

γ1 = β1 − α1, γ2 = β2 − α2. (2.11)

This split was used neither by Choi (1983) nor Le Penven et al. (1985) since dissipation
rate anisotropy and the slow pressure–strain correlation are extremely difficult to
measure separately and essentially no data from such experiments have yet been
reported in the literature.

In order to examine the return-to-isotropy process without any knowledge of the
different parts of the return-to-isotropy tensor one can use the transport equations for
the Reynolds stress anisotropy invariants. Using the assumption (2.7) these equations
can be written

τd
dIIa
dt

= 2((γ1 + 1)IIa + γ2IIIa), (2.12)

τd
dIIIa

dt
= 3((γ1 + 1)IIIa + γ2

1
6
II2
a ). (2.13)

This set of equations provides implicit relations between the unknown functions γ1,γ2

(and thereby also the return-to-isotropy tensor φij) and the Reynolds stress anisotropy
invariants in decaying anisotropic homogeneous turbulence. Apart from the decay
timescale τd, one can also define two timescales for the return to isotropy:

1

τr1
= − 1

2IIa

dIIa
dt

,
1

τr2
= − 1

3IIIa

dIIIa
dt

, (2.14)

giving the two ratios

r1 =
τd

τr1
= −

(
(γ1 + 1) + γ2

IIIa

IIa

)
=

1

2

d(log IIa)

d(logK)
, (2.15)

r2 =
τd

τr2
= −

(
(γ1 + 1) + γ2

II2
a

6IIIa

)
=

1

3

d(log |IIIa|)
d(logK)

, (2.16)

which can be determined as the slopes of the curves log(IIa), log(|IIIa|) versus log(K),
(see figure 1a). Solving this (II3

a 6= 6III2
a ) linear system for γ1 and γ2 yields

γ1 = −1− r1II
3
a − r26III2

a

II3
a − 6III2

a

= −1− r1 − r2A2

1− A2
, (2.17)

γ2 =
6IIaIIIa(r1 − r2)
II3
a − 6III2

a

=
6IIIa

II2
a

r1 − r2
1− A2

. (2.18)

We can now give some interpretations of the functions γ1 and γ2. First we note that if
the different return timescales are equal (τr2 = τr1 or r2 = r1), the need for a quadratic
tensor term vanishes. Hence, we may then take γ1 = −1− r1, γ2 = 0, where r1 still is
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Figure 1. (a) log(IIa) versus log(K) from experimental data (ReT = 2000) of axisymmetric
anisotropic turbulence relaxing towards isotropy. Solid line represents a spline fit to the data
points, dashed line represents linear regression. (b) The timescale ratio r1 from different experiments
determined by linear regression as in (a) versus the turbulence Reynolds numbers. See table 1 for
symbols.

a function of IIa and IIIa. Note that equations (2.15)–(2.18), based on the assumption
(2.7), hold for any type of homogeneous anisotropic turbulence relaxing towards
isotropy. For the case where II3

a = 6III2
a , i.e. axisymmetric turbulence we have

r1 = r2 = −
(

(γ1 + 1) + sign(IIIa)γ2

(
1
6
IIa
)1/2
)
. (2.19)

Since the timescale ratios are necessarily equal in axisymmetric turbulence one cannot
separate the different roles of the linear and the quadratic tensor terms in this case.
The new experimental results for axisymmetric turbulence will be discussed in the
following sections. As a preamble it is, however, interesting to illustrate the above
analysis by some experimental observations of axisymmetric turbulence.

In figure 1(a) we can see the return-to-isotropy process in terms of log(IIa) versus
log(K) from data taken in the test section of the wind tunnel. The linear regres-
sion (dashed line) in figure 1(a) deviates significantly from the experimental results
and indicates that the functions (γ1, γ2) cannot be constants, but must depend on
the invariants of aij . Figure 1(b) shows the timescale ratio r1 taken from different
experiments, determined by linear regression (as in figure 1a), versus the turbulence
Reynolds numbers. It is seen that γ1 and γ2 are functions of the turbulence Reynolds
number. Hence, these results clearly demonstrate the need for complex nonlinear mod-
elling, including turbulence Reynolds number dependence, for the return-to-isotropy
tensor.

In the final period of decay (Batchelor 1953, p. 92), where ReT → 0, the momentum
equation may be written as

duiuj
dt

= −εij , or τd
daij
dt

= aij − eij . (2.20)

This state corresponds to very small Reynolds number, and consequently negligible
influence of inertial terms. Hence, the interchange of energy between the components
is only due to viscous effects. Equation (2.20) implies that for ReT → 0

γ1 → −α1, γ2 → −α2. (2.21)

From an experimental point of view axisymmetric turbulence is a convenient
and important flow case to examine, since methods exist for determining all of
the significant quantities involved in the problem, including the pressure–strain rate,
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Figure 2. The double X-probe configuration. One probe is located at an arbitrary point P in the
homogeneous field and the other probe is located at point Q. The point P ′ downstream of Q is
reached by use of Taylor’s hypothesis.

Lindborg (1995). From an invariant modelling point of view, however, a more general
anisotropic state would be preferable, in order to enable separation of the effects
arising from the linear and the nonlinear parts of the algebraic model.

3. Axisymmetric turbulence
In axisymmetry there is one and only one vector, λ, determining the overall sym-

metry of the physical state. In axisymmetric turbulence that satisfies reflectional
symmetry, i.e. insensitivity to a change λ → −λ, one needs four scalar functions to
completely describe the two-point second-order velocity correlation tensor, Batchelor
(1953, 1946). These are in turn related through two continuity relations, see also
Chandrasekhar (1950). To describe the two-point third-order velocity correlation ten-
sor completely one needs ten scalar functions, Lindborg (1995). From the separation
vector, r, and the vector, λ, defining the axis of symmetry one may construct the two
orthogonal unit vectors

e(1) =
1

ρ
λ× r, e(2) = e(1) × λ, (3.1)

with the result that the separation vector is given by r = zλ + ρe(2). The formalism
based on this choice of coordinate system bears significant similarities with the
‘Craya–Herring’ type of description in spectral space (see Cambon et al. 1992).

Following Lindborg (1995) we can now express the two-point second-order corre-
lation tensor as

Rij(r) = λiλjR1 + e
(2)
i e

(2)
j R2 + e

(1)
i e

(1)
j R3 + (λie

(2)
j + λje

(2)
i )R4.

Here, each scalar function depends on the scalars ρ =| λ × r | and z = r · λ. The
advantage of this approach is that the scalar functions represent correlations which
are naturally suggested by the cylindrical geometry. If the fluctuating velocity vector
is taken to be uλ+ ve(2) + we(1) we may interpret u as the axial, v as the radial and w
as the azimuthal velocity components in a local cylindrical coordinate system at an
arbitrary point P in the homogeneous field. The scalar functions are then

R1 = uu′, R2 = vv′, R3 = ww′, R4 = uv′ (3.2)

where the primed velocities are taken at a point P ′ with separation vector r relative to
P . With two probes mounted on a device that can vary the distance between the probes
perpendicular to the mean flow (see figure 2), and use of Taylor’s hypothesis, the
whole (ρ, z)-plane can be covered and the different scalar functions can be measured.
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For the two-point third-order correlation tensor one has, Lindborg (1995),

Mikj(r) = λiλkλjM1 + e
(2)
i e

(2)
k λjM2 + e

(1)
i e

(1)
k λjM3

+λiλke
(2)
j M4 + e

(2)
i e

(2)
k e

(2)
j M5 + e

(1)
i e

(1)
k e

(2)
j M6

+(λie
(2)
k + λke

(2)
i )λjM7 + (λie

(2)
k + λke

(2)
i )e(2)

j M8

+(λie
(1)
k + λke

(1)
i )e(1)

j M9 + (e(2)
i e

(1)
k + e

(2)
k e

(1)
i )e(1)

j M10, (3.3)

where

M1 = uuu′, M2 = vvu′, M3 = wwu′,

M4 = uuv′, M5 = vvv′, M6 = wwv′,

M7 = uvu′, M8 = uvv′, M9 = uww′, M10 = vww′.

 (3.4)

For homogeneous flows the rapid pressure–strain rate can be written in terms of a
fourth-rank tensor

Π
(r)
ij = 4K

∂Up

∂xq
(Miqpj +Mjqpi) (3.5)

in which

Mijpq = − 1

8πK

∫
∂2Rij

∂rp∂rq

dV

| r | =
1

2K

∫
κpκq

κmκm
Φij d3κ (3.6)

where κ is the wavenumber and Φij is the spectrum tensor. The expressions (3.5),
(3.6) come from the formal solution of the Poisson equation for the pressure field.
For further details and discussion of theM-tensor see Johansson & Hallbäck (1994).

The slow pressure–strain rate

Π
(s)
ij =

1

4π
(δmiδnj + δmjδni)

∫
∂3umu′pu

′
q

∂rn∂rp∂rq

dV

| r | (3.7)

can, correspondingly, be expressed with the Mikj tensor.
With the aid of the scalar functions in (3.2) and (3.4) we may (Lindborg 1995)

express the two parts of the pressure–strain correlation after partial integration as

Π
(r)
11 = σ

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

18ρ2zr−5R4 dzdρ = 12K σM1111, (3.8)

Π
(s)
11 =

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
0

[6ρzr−7(2z2 − 3ρ2)(M1 −M2)

+6ρzr−5(M2 −M3) + 6ρ2r−7(4z2 − ρ2)M7] dzdρ, (3.9)

where the axisymmetric straining parameter is denoted by σ = ∂U/∂x. With two
X-probes separated on a line perpendicular to the mean flow one can thus measure
these functions (using Taylor’s hypothesis in the symmetry direction) and thereby also
the pressure–strain term. One may note that the M1111 component can be measured
both in the presence and the absence of mean strain.

4. Modelling
Some aspects of the modelling of the terms affecting the intercomponent Reynolds

stress redistribution are briefly discussed below, as a basis for the evaluation of the
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experimental results. More detailed discussion of these can be found in e.g. Sjögren
& Johansson (1997) and Hallbäck et al. (1995).

4.1. Dissipation rate anisotropy

The most common way of modelling the dissipation rate anisotropy tensor eij is
simply to put eij = 0, which is based on the assumption that the scales in which
dissipation occurs are isotropic. Experimental results show that this is often not
a good approximation for moderate Reynolds number. In situations near the two-
component limit it obviously gives a poor prediction and may cause unphysical results.
Schumann (1977) pointed out that if the energy of one of the fluctuating velocity
components vanishes, the time derivative of that component must also vanish in
order to avoid subsequent negative values of the corresponding normal Reynolds
stress component. Hallbäck, Groth & Johansson (1990), used that requirement to
derive a third-order realizable model for the dissipation rate anisotropy

eij = [1 + α( 1
2
IIa − 2

3
)]aij − α(aikakj − 1

3
IIaδij). (4.1)

The model parameter α was determined from rapid distortion theory to be 3/4 in
order to get correct initial behaviour of the dissipation rate anisotropies in the case
of suddenly distorted isotropic turbulence.

At a solid wall the two-component limit is approached in such a way that not
only eijninj = aijninj , where ni is the wall-normal vector, but also eij = aij . Hence,
the limiting value of the whole dissipation rate anisotropy tensor is identical to aij .
A third-order model cannot capture this behaviour. Instead, a fifth-order model may
be derived

eij = (1 + a′1F)aij + a2F(aikakj − 1
3
IIaδij) (4.2)

where F is a ‘two-componentality’ parameter (see (2.6)) and a′1 = −1/2 in order to
ensure a correct initial response to a sudden rapid distortion. The remaining model
parameter a2 must be calibrated against some chosen flow situation.

The model parameters may also be allowed to depend on the turbulence Reynolds
number but not on the aij invariants. Such a model was derived and discussed in
Sjögren & Johansson (1997) and will be compared below with experimental data
in axisymmetric turbulence, where the dissipation rate anisotropy has been directly
measured.

4.2. Slow pressure–strain

The simplest model of the slow pressure–strain rate,

Π
(s)
ij =

p(s)

ρ

(
∂ui

∂xj
+
∂uj

∂xi

)
, (4.3)

is the linear Rotta (1951) model

Π
(s)
ij

ε
= −C1aij , (4.4)

where C1 is known as the ‘Rotta constant’, normally assigned a value of about 1.5
to 1.8. A strong dependence of C1 on the turbulence Reynolds number was found in
direct numerical simulations by Hallbäck et al. (1993), and was recently confirmed
and extended by LES to higher Reynolds number by Alvelius, Hallbäck & Johansson
(1997). In the simulations of Hallbäck et al. (1993) isotropic turbulence was subjected
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to an axisymmetric mean distortion from which it was allowed to relax towards
isotropy, with ReT in the relaxation phases in the range 10 to 400. Hallbäck et
al. (1993) proposed a model for this Reynolds number variation, based on Rotta’s
original proposal, in which

C1 = C1∞

[2
ReT

Rb
+

(
ReT

Rb

)2
]1/2

− ReT

Rb

 = C1∞ f(ReT ) (4.5)

with Rb = 1308 and C1∞ = 2.58. The Rotta constant, C1, is predicted by this model
to approach C1∞ = 2.58 as ReT → ∞. A lower limiting value was obtained from
the LES of Alvelius et al. (1997). In order to capture the variation of Π (s)

ij with the
‘amplitude’ of the anisotropy it was shown in Sjögren & Johansson (1997) that a
fifth-order model is needed. The general form is given by basic tensor theory (see
e.g. Lumley & Newman 1977) and reads

Π
(s)
ij

ε
= f(ReT )

[
β1aij + β2(aikakj − 1

3
IIaδij)

]
(4.6)

We have here lumped the Reynolds number dependence into the single function
f(ReT ) given by equation (4.5). The fifth-order algebraic slow pressure–strain model
of Sjögren & Johansson (1997) is specified by

β1 = c1F + ( 9
8
c1 + c3)(

8
9
(F − 1) + 2IIa − IIa2), (4.7)

β2 = c2F + ( 9
8
c1 + c3)(

1
2
IIa + 3

2
IIIa), (4.8)

The values of c1, c2 and c3 were determined by Sjögren & Johansson (1997) as −2.4,
2.2 and 1.2 respectively, from calibration against DNS data.

4.3. Rapid pressure–strain

The rapid part of the pressure–strain rate can in homogeneous cases be expressed
with the aid of the fourth rank-tensor M-tensor (see (3.5) and (3.6)). This starting
point for the modelling within Reynolds stress closures is normally assumed to be
valid also for moderately inhomogeneous situations. The natural approach is then
to assume the M-tensor to be expressible in the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor.
Requirements of physical realizability necessitate the use of models that are nonlinear
in aij . Such models were discussed in detail in Johansson & Hallbäck (1994) (extended
in Sjögren & Johansson 1997) and further analysed in e.g. Ristorcelli, Lumley & Abid
(1996).

For instance, the model of Johansson & Hallbäck (1994) is of fourth order in aij and
in that paper was tested in a variety of homogeneous flows. Models of this kind have
in several studies been shown to give superior predictive capability in comparison
with linear models (see also Speziale, Sarkar & Gatski 1991). Still, for all models
based on the assumption of describing the M-tensor in aij there are rather severe
limitations in describing effects of strong rotation, as discussed by e.g. Kassinos &
Reynolds (1994), Cambon, Mansour & Godefred (1997) and Johansson (1995). This
has also been nicely demonstrated experimentally and through EDQNM-calculations
by Leuchter & Dupeuble (1993) and Leuchter & Cambon (1997).

4.4. The modelling of return-to-isotropy in axisymmetric turbulence

It has been observed from numerical and physical experiments (Lee & Reynolds
1985 and Choi 1983) that the return to isotropy is slower after an axisymmetric
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Figure 3. The effective Rotta constant in axisymmetric turbulence versus Reynolds stress
anisotropy a11 for the fifth-order model.

expansion than after a contraction. In the expansion case the third invariant of the
stress anisotropy tensor is positive. Hence, with λi = δi1 the anisotropy component a11

is here positive, and the kinetic energy tends to be concentrated in one component.
In the contraction case on the other hand, a11 and IIIa are negative, and for large
degrees of anisotropy we approach a two-component limit.

The models described above inherently give different rates of return depending on
the sign of a11. If we choose a2 = 0 in the dissipation model (as primarily discussed in
Sjögren & Johansson 1997), this effect enters mainly through the slow pressure–strain
model. In axisymmetric turbulence the fifth-order model can be written

Π
(s)
11

f(ReT )εa11

= β1 + 1
2
β2a11. (4.9)

This form can be interpreted as the effective asymptotic Rotta constant, and is
shown in figure 3. We note the asymmetric behaviour around the isotropic state with
significantly lower values for small positive anisotropies than for negative ones. This
is at least in qualitative agreement with observed behaviour.

The initial relaxation phase after an expansion exhibits some complex features (Lee
& Reynolds 1985). The Reynolds stress anisotropy may in some cases even increase
in the initial relaxation. Such a feature is not really possible to capture with the
‘classical’ Reynolds stress models discussed in the present paper. The lag between
the development of second- and third-order moments could here possibly be a key
factor. If so, a reasonable prediction of this phenomenon would require modelling of
transport equations for triple moments.

5. Experimental setup
5.1. The wind tunnel

The experiments have been carried out in the MTL low-turbulence, low-speed wind-
tunnel at KTH, see Johansson (1992). The wind tunnel (figure 4) has a 4 m long
contraction, with an area ratio of 9, followed by a 7 m long test section. The
rectangular cross-section of the test section is 0.8 m × 1.2 m. The variation of the
mean velocity along the centreline of the test section is less than 0.5%. This means
that effects due to mean distortion of the turbulence field in the test section are
negligible. The uniformity of the mean flow in the cross-stream plane is within 0.1%.
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Figure 4. Wind-tunnel contraction and test section. Test section starts at x = 0 m and ends
at x = 7 m. Cross section: 0.8 × 1.2 m. Contraction area ratio: 9. Grid location: x = −6 m,
x = −4.5 m and x = −3.5 m for studies of highly anisotropic turbulence, x = −1 m for
studies of isotropic turbulence. The shape of the contraction is given by A(sinh(Bx/L) − Bx/L)
for −4 6 x 6 −2.8 m and 1 − C(sinh(D(1 − x/L)) − D(1 − x/L)) for −2.8 6 x 6 0 m, where
A = 0.20582, B = 3.52918, C = 0.08819, D = 8.23523 and L = 4.

Turbulence was generated by a monoplane square rod grid with 10 cm mesh
width and a solidity of 36% (rod width = 2 cm) positioned at the beginning of the
contraction. In the contraction the turbulence is strongly distorted by the accelerating
mean flow producing a turbulence state at the beginning of the test section that
is highly anisotropic with relative turbulence levels around 1%. In the test section
the turbulence is allowed to relax towards isotropy in the absence of any mean
strain. The turbulence Reynolds number ReT ≡ 4K2/νε is typically about 5000 in the
experiments.

5.2. Data acquisition

A double X-probe configuration was used for all the velocity measurements. The
hot-wire X-probes had 2.5 µm platinum wire sensors and a measurement volume
of (0.75 mm)3. A Macintosh Quadra 950 running LabVIEW controlled a five-axis
traversing system, which made it possible to fully automatically carry out an angular
calibration procedure of two X-probes simultaneously. Third-order polynomials were
fitted to the calibration data, divided into about seven different mean velocities and
angles, over a velocity range of ±5% of the mean speed used. The air tempera-
ture was maintained constant (and uniform) within ±0.1◦C during calibration and
measurement.

A hot-wire anemometer from AA-systems together with a 4-channel 12 bit AD-
converter was used to collect the data from the two X-probes. The probes were
traversed and sampled at about 30 separations and five downstream locations. At
each position 4× 1024× 500 samples were taken at a sampling rate corresponding to
the inverse of the energy decay timescale. This gave approximately 650 Mb of data
from each experiment which were subsequently saved on a recordable compact disc
(CD-R) for later post processing.

5.3. Probe configuration

A hot-wire X-probe can measure two of the three orthogonal velocity components
present in a turbulent field. Consequently there are three different principal ways of
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Figure 5. The VV-, VW- and WW-configurations.

mounting the two probes in axisymmetric turbulence (figure 5). The configuration
in which the axial, u, and the radial, v, velocity components are measured at both
points will be referred to as a VV-configuration. With a so-called VW-configuration
u and v are measured at one point, while at the other point u and the azimuthal, w,
velocity are measured. This is achieved by rotating one probe 90◦ after calibration.
The probe-holding device allowed the distance between the probes to be varied during
experiments.

5.4. Measurement techniques

For measurements in the test section the measuring device was mounted on a 1 m
long sting connected to a traversing tower that enables measurements in the region
0 6 x 6 5 m of the test section. The traversing range normal to the mean flow is
0.5 m.

For measurement in the contraction the probe holding device was mounted on a
5 m long sting, especially manufactured for this particular experiment. The sting is
made from high E-module carbon fibre and with a construction to maximize stiffness
to reduce vibrations. The short sting was mounted at the end of this long sting,
which made it possible to measure up to 3.5 m upstream of the test section (i.e. to
x = −3.5 m).

A Prandtl tube was mounted beside the measuring device, which was used in
the calibration procedure for measurement in the contraction. In this case the hot
wires were calibrated by keeping the mean velocity constant in the test section and
exposing the probes to different velocities by traversing the measuring device through
the contraction.

5.5. Experimental validation

By mounting the monoplane grid 1 m upstream of the test section one can produce
nearly isotropic turbulence. This is somewhat analogous to the technique of Comte-
Bellot & Corrsin (1966) to produce isotropic turbulence, in their case by a contraction
further downstream of the grid.

In the isotropic case the two-point third-order velocity correlation tensor, usually
referred to as the triple correlation tensor, can be written, Hinze (1975),

Mikj = u3
rms

[
1

2r3

(
k − rdk

dr

)
rirkrj +

1

4r

(
2k + r

dk

dr

)
(riδkj + rkδij)−

k

2r
rjδik

]
. (5.1)

Here k(r) is the triple correlation between three velocity components all oriented in
the direction of r. This quantity can easily be measured with a single hot wire and has
been the subject of many experimental investigations since the early work of Simmons
& Salter (1934). The function k(r) is shown in figure 6; the symbols represent data
from experiments in the MTL wind tunnel in nearly isotropic turbulence and the
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Figure 6. Triple correlation function k(r) in nearly isotropic turbulence (ReT = 2000). Symbols:
experimental data from the MTL wind tunnel. Solid line: analytical approximation given by equation
(5.2), with a = 1.17× 106 m−3, b = 3.47× 108 m−5 and c = 40.2 (integral scale Λuz = 0.023 m).

solid line is the analytical expression

k(r) = (ar3 + br5) exp(−c| r |1/2) (5.2)

which is a curve fit that captures the general behaviour of k(r).
Since isotropy is a special case of axisymmetry one can use the equations (3.3) and

(5.1) to express the M-functions in terms of k(r). For example the functions M1,M2

and M3 in isotropy with r = (z2 + ρ2)1/2 read

M1(ρ, z) =
u3
rms

2

[(
k − rdk

dr

)
z3

r3
+

(
k + r

dk

dr

)
z

r

]
,

M2(ρ, z) =
u3
rms

2

[(
k − rdk

dr

)
zρ2

r3
− k z

r

]
,

M3(ρ, z) =
u3
rms

2
k
z

r
.


(5.3)

Figure 7 shows the behaviour of some of the different M-functions in isotropic
turbulence calculated from measurement with one single hot wire. The agreement
with the M-functions in figure 8 measured directly with two hot-wire X-probes is very
good, considering the difficulty, time and effort involved in the latter method. These
two figures serve as a validation of the experimental techniques and the assumptions
involved in determining the correlations of interest in axisymmetric turbulence and
also of the fact that isotropic turbulence can be produced by use of a monoplane grid.

5.6. Measurable quantities

With the probes configured in the same way as they were calibrated, i.e. in a VV-
configuration, it is possible to fully determine R1 and R2 in equation (3.2). From these
functions one can derive the single-point statistical quantities

u2 = R1(0, 0), v2 = R2(0, 0), (5.4)

λ2
uz = lim

z→0

z2

1− (R1(z, 0)/R1(0, 0))
, λ2

vz = lim
z→0

z2

1− (R2(z, 0)/R2(0, 0))
,

λ2
uρ = lim

ρ→0

ρ2

1− (R1(0, ρ)/R1(0, 0))
, λ2

vρ = lim
ρ→0

ρ2

1− (R2(0, ρ)/R2(0, 0))
,

 (5.5)
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Figure 7. Normalized M-functions determined from k(r) in nearly isotropic turbulence.
(Contour increment 0.005.) ur = (u2 )1/2, vr = (v2 )1/2.
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Figure 8. Normalized M-functions determined with two X-probes in nearly isotropic turbulence.
(Contour increment 0.005.)
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where the limiting values for the Taylor microscales in equation (5.5) are obtained
by extrapolating data to zero separation using a polynomial fit. The method of
determining the Taylor microscales and the dissipation rate anisotropy is examined
and explained in detail in Hallbäck et al. (1993) and Sjögren & Johansson (1994).
The spatial resolution is in these papers shown to be adequate in order enable an
extrapolation to zero separation.

The quantities in equations (5.4) and (5.5) constitute a platform from which a great
deal of the understanding of axisymmetric turbulence can be extracted. Using the
various relations which can be derived for the axisymmetric case we have

K = 1
2
(u2 + 2v2 ), (5.6)

a11 =
u2

K
− 2

3
, (5.7)

ε11 = 4ν

(
u2

λ2
uz

+ 2
u2

λ2
uρ

)
, (5.8)

ε22 = 4ν

(
v2

λ2
vz

− u2

λ2
uz

+ 4
v2

λ2
vρ

)
, (5.9)

εT = 1
2
(ε11 + 2ε22), (5.10)

where 1 is the index corresponding to the axis of symmetry. The superscript T on
the dissipation signifies that the total dissipation has been evaluated by adding all
the measurable velocity derivative moments obtained by a VV-configuration, using
an axisymmetric relation which also was derived by George & Hussein (1991).

Another way of computing the dissipation is from the transport equation for the
turbulent kinetic energy. In the test section of the wind tunnel the equations for the
kinetic energy and the total dissipation rate are treated separately from the transport
equation for the Reynolds stress anisotropy. This method of determining the total
dissipation rate is based on a least square fit to a prescribed behaviour which is the
solution to the model equations in relaxing turbulence:

U
dK

dx
= −ε, (5.11)

U
dε

dx
= Tε − Dε = −Cε2

ε2

K
. (5.12)

The solution is

K = (ax+ b)1/(1−Cε2), (5.13)

εB =
aU

(Cε2 − 1)
KCε2 , (5.14)

where only a and Cε2 have to be determined in order to obtain εB . In the fitting
procedure Cε2 is restricted to vary between 1.4 and 2.0, since it can be shown that
values outside this range give unphysical results. The ability to measure one quantity
in two different ways is a powerful tool in assessing the accuracy of the experimental
techniques used.

Analysis and experience, Sjögren & Johansson (1994), have shown that determina-
tion of the dissipation rate anisotropy, e11, through the direct method (T ) gives the
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Exp. ReT
Grid loc.

(m)

Config.

a, b

ηo − ηe
(mm)

L/U

K/ε
No.
a, b Symbol

E1a,b 1 000 −3.5 vv,vw 1.2–1.5 0.5 6, 3 ◦
E2a,b 2 000 −3.5 vv,vw 0.8–0.9 0.4 6, 2
E3a,b 5 000 −3.5 vv,vw 0.4–0.5 0.3 7, 2 ♦

E4a,b 10 000 −3.5 vv,vw 0.3–0.4 0.2 1, 1 4

E5 5 000 −6.0 vv 0.5–0.6 0.3 3 +
E6 10 000 −6.0 vv 0.4–0.5 0.2 2 ×

Table 1. Return-to-isotropy experiments.

highest accuracy:

eT11 =
ε11

εT
− 2

3
=

2

1 + 2(ε22/ε11)
− 2

3
, (5.15)

eB11 =
ε11

εB
− 2

3
. (5.16)

The measuring error that is introduced when determining the Taylor microscale
is essentially cancelled when evaluating a ratio between different scales as in the
anisotropy measure eT11. However, it is not evident which (εB or εT ) to choose for the
total dissipation.

The only way to determine the slow pressure–strain, without the new kinematic
description for axisymmetric turbulence of Lindborg (1995), is from balance of the
transport equation (2.1) for the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor. Using this equation
and Taylor’s hypothesis we have

Π
(s)
11

ε
=
K

ε
U

da11

dx
+ e11 − a11. (5.17)

With the VW-configuration one measures u and v at one point and u and w at
the other point. The aim is that one can then determine all of the triple correlation
functions M1,M2,M3 and M7 which are needed to determine the slow pressure–strain
rate directly. For this situation Lindborg (1995) derived the relation (3.9) for the slow
pressure–strain rate. The slow pressure–strain term can now be determined in two
different ways in homogeneous axisymmetric turbulence relaxing towards isotropy:
either directly from the relation (3.9) or from (5.17). The rapid part of the pressure–
strain rate is computed from equation (3.8), i.e. as an integral of the second-order,
two-point correlation R4.

In the VW-configuration it is not possible to measure the entire function R2 = vv′,
but only R2(z, 0). One cannot therefore determine the Taylor microscale λvρ in this
configuration. Hence, the quantities ε22, ε

T and eT11 cannot be measured in the VW-
configuration.

6. Results
The different experimental runs are described in tables 1 and 2. The turbulence

Reynolds number was varied from 1000 to 10 000, which was achieved by varying the
mean speed in the wind tunnel.
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Exp. ReT
Grid loc.

(m)

Config.

a, b

K

ε
No.
a, b Symbol

S1b 1 000 −3.5 vw 1.2 1 ◦
S2a,b 2 000 −3.5 vv,vw 1.0 1, 1
S3b 5 000 −3.5 vw 0.8 1 ♦

S4a 1 000 −4.5 vv 1.2 1 •
S5a,b 2 000 −4.5 vv,vw 1.0 2, 1
S6a,b 5 000 −4.5 vv,vw 0.8 3, 3 �

Table 2. Finite strain experiments.
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Figure 9. (a) Mean velocity gradient (in s−1) at three different Reynolds numbers, see table 2 for
symbols. (b) The turbulence level downstream of the grid. Tu = 100urms/U and Tv = 100vrms/U at
ReT ∼ 5000.

The largest scales in the grid-generated turbulence are essentially determined by the
mesh size of the grid, which was 100 mm. The increase in the range of scales with in-
creasing Reynolds number is given here by the decrease in the smallest scale normally
referred to as the Kolmogorov scale, η, as seen from table 1. The number of eddy-
turnover times is a measure of the duration of the experiment scaled with the timescale
for the decay of turbulence and is given by the ratio (L/U)/(K/ε), where L is the
downstream distance over which the probes are traversed and U is the mean velocity.
In this normalization the relaxation time may seem small, but as will be evident from
the results presented below, it covers the main part of the relaxation towards isotropy.
The number of repetitions of each set of measurements is also given in tables 1 and 2.

The mean velocity gradient is shown in figure 9(a) for three different Reynolds
numbers. A normalization with the turbulence timescale, K/ε, yields that the maxima
in figure 9(a) correspond to non-dimensional strain rates, S∗ = K/ε(2SikSki)

1/2, of
about 2.8, 4.1 and 5.9. Hence, in parts of the contraction we should expect a behaviour
close to that described by rapid distortion theory (RDT), at least for the higher
Reynolds numbers.

Figure 9(b) shows the turbulence levels through the contraction and the first part
of the test section. They are heavily suppressed by the high area ratio (CR = 9) of
the contraction so that the relative levels are both below 1% after the contraction.
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Figure 10. Reynolds stress anisotropy, a11, versus downstream position.

The Reynolds stress anisotropy a11 in the contraction and in the test section is shown
in figure 10. The anisotropy is slightly positive behind the grid. In the contraction the
turbulence is strongly distorted by the accelerating mean flow producing a turbulence
state at the beginning of the test section that is highly anisotropic. Note that a33 =
a22 = − 1

2
a11 due to axisymmetry, and that a state quite close to the two-component

limit (in which a11 = −2/3) is reached in the later part of the contraction.
The measurements in the test section cover a significant part of the process of return

towards isotropy. The differences in the initial values of the degree of anisotropy at
the beginning of the test section is mainly due to the differences in position of the
monoplane grid in the stagnation chamber. The reason for this is that the turbulence
just downstream of the monoplane grid has a slightly positive anisotropy, a11. For the
grid at x = −6 m the turbulence entering the contraction has relaxed to a practically
isotropic state and thereafter attains a high degree of anisotropy from the straining in
the contraction. For the grid at x = −3.5 m, i.e. positioned 0.5 m into the contraction,
only a part of the total strain is acting on a then initially positive a11-anisotropy. The
variation of the degree of anisotropy at the beginning of the test section also depends
on the turbulence Reynolds number which varies with the mean velocity.

The variation of the terms in the turbulent kinetic energy budget through the
contraction is shown in figure 11. Here, the total dissipation is determined from
the balancing method, and is seen to be about a factor of two smaller than the
production during the rapidly straining phase. Hence, although the distortion is rapid
in the middle part of the contraction, the dissipative terms are not negligible there.
From the character of the variation of K through the contraction one can see that
the average distortion is moderate.

The variation of the turbulent kinetic energy with downstream distance in the
relaxation phase is shown in figure 12(a). The corresponding total dissipation rate,
determined with the two methods described in §5.6, is shown in figure 12(b). The
difference between the sum of all components (εT ), equation (5.10), and the curve-fit
method (εB), equation (5.14), is typically in the range 0% to 15%.

The corresponding variation of the different integral length scales is shown in
figure 13. The largest integral scale is the one related to the transverse correlation
along the axis of symmetry, Λvz . This is in agreement with our intuitive understanding
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Figure 11. The turbulent kinetic energy together with the budget through the contraction and into
the test section at ReT ∼ 5000. Solid line: 10K , coarse-dashed line: production of K , dashed line:
total derivative of K and chain-dashed line: total dissipation rate ε (all in SI-units).
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Figure 12. (a) Turbulent kinetic energy. (b) Total dissipation rate. Open symbols: εT , filled
symbols: εB . See table 1 for symbols.
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Figure 13. Integral lengthscales, Λαβ , versus downstream position from experiment E2a.
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Figure 14. Velocity derivative skewness S at ReT ∼ 2000. (a) Versus downstream distance.
(b) Versus Reynolds stress anisotropy, a11.

of vortex stretching along the direction of the axis of symmetry. The relaxation
towards isotropy makes this lengthscale decrease in the test section, in sharp contrast
to the standard behaviour in isotropic decaying turbulence.

6.1. Velocity derivative skewness

The statistical behaviour of the turbulent velocity for grid-generated turbulence has
received considerable attention over the years. One of the quantities often used to
characterize the turbulence is the velocity derivative skewness, S, which is defined as

S =
(∂u/∂t)3[

(∂u/∂t)2

]3/2
(6.1)

and can be measured with the aid of a single hot-wire probe.
An experimental investigation of the different velocity derivative moments was

made by Frenkiel & Klebanoff (1971) in isotropic grid-generated turbulence. They
found that the velocity derivative skewness, S, varied little with Reynolds number,
S = (0.521, 0.493, 0.4) for Reλ = (37.7, 45.2, 60.8) respectively. Jiménez et al.
(1993) made a numerical investigation of isotropic turbulence for Reynolds numbers
Reλ = (35.1, 61.1, 94.1, 168.1) in which the velocity derivative skewness was found to
be S = (0.49, 0.495, 0.52, 0.525) respectively.

Figure 14(b) clearly shows that the dependence of the velocity derivative skewness,
S, on the Reynolds stress anisotropy, a11, is much stronger than on the Reynolds
number. At x ≈ −3 m where the turbulence is nearly isotropic and Reλuz = 80.7,
the measured value is S ≈ 0.4 which is in reasonable agreement with earlier results.
Note that the velocity derivative skewness even changes sign for high anisotropies.
This means for instance that one can no longer determine the time ‘direction’ of an
arbitrary time signal with the aid of the velocity derivative skewess.

The strong variation with anisotropy is perhaps one explanation for the reversed
Reynolds number trend found in the data of Frenkiel & Klebanoff (1971) compared
with that of Jiménez et al. (1993). It is possible that the small variations in anisotropy
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line: fifth-order model of Sjögren & Johansson (1997).

normally obtained from grid-generated turbulence can have affected the experimental
results.

6.2. Dissipation rate anisotropy

The different Taylor microscales in the contraction and the early part of the test section
can be seen in figure 15(a). In isotropic turbulence there is only one independent Taylor
microscale, and the different scales are there related to each other by

λuz = λvρ =
√

2λvz =
√

2λuρ. (6.2)

These isotropic relations are essentially satisfied at x ≈ −3 m. This is also in
accordance with the fact that the Reynolds stresses are essentially equal at the same
position as seen in figure 9(b).

Even though the turbulence Reynolds number is as high as ReT ≈ 5000 in this
investigation the dissipation rate anisotropy becomes quite large in the straining phase
of the contraction. This can occur since the non-dimensional mean strain rate is quite
large (see discussion in connection with figure 9a).

The dissipation rate anisotropy has been determined from the relation

e11 =
ε11

ε
− 2

3
=

2

1 + 2(ε22/ε11)
− 2

3
(6.3)

It is also seen in figure 15(b) that the dissipation rate anisotropy adheres reasonably
well to the behaviour predicted by the model of Hallbäck et al. (1990). After the
straining the return towards isotropy is somewhat faster than predicted by the model.

The Taylor microscales for the relaxation phase in the test section are shown
in figure 16(a). The characteristic behaviour for the Taylor microscales in decaying
isotropic turbulence is that they all increase. This is not the case here. The largest
scales λuz and λvz decrease here as a result of the effects of intercomponent transfer.
The turbulence Reynolds number is here ReT ≈ 2000 and the Taylor microscales
exhibit a very different behaviour from that in isotropic turbulence in which they
adhere to the relation (6.2) and increase monotonically.
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line and dashed line: fourth-order and second-order model respectively by Johansson & Hallbäck
(1994). Chain-dashed line: Shih & Lumley (1985).

This difference in Taylor microscale behaviour is more clearly described by the
dissipation rate anisotropy measure, e11, shown in figure 16b. The data in figure 16(b)
is a collection from all the different experiments compared with the third-order model
of Hallbäck et al. (1990) and the fifth-order model of Sjögren & Johansson (1997). The
dissipation rate anisotropy is more or less independent of the turbulence Reynolds
number in the range spanned by the experiments, and is seen to be well described
by both models. In general one should expect a trend of decreasing dissipation rate
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anisotropy with increasing Reynolds number, but this variation is here essentially
within the experimental uncertainty.

The difference between the third- and fifth-order model is quite small in homoge-
neous axisymmetric turbulence, but is much larger in other flows, e.g. in the vicinity
of a wall, see Sjögren & Johansson (1997).

6.3. Rapid pressure–strain rate

With the method described in §3, the fourth-order tensor term, M1111 (the integral in
equation (3.8)), that multiplied by the mean velocity gradient tensor and the kinetic
energy gives the rapid pressure–strain, can be determined in strained axisymmetric
turbulence, and also in the absence of a mean strain. This quantity is shown in
figure 17 in the contraction and in the subsequent relaxation (x > 0), and could
be determined with high repeatability between different experiments. Comparisons
are shown with the general linear (C2 = 0.4) model of Launder, Reece & Rodi
(1975) and nonlinear models of Shih & Lumley (1985) and (second and fourth
order) of Johansson & Hallbäck (1994). The second-order model of Johansson &
Hallbäck (1994) is equivalent with the model of Fu, Launder & Tselepidakis (1987)
for irrotational mean flows. Further comparisons with other models and RDT in
axisymmetric straining are given in Johansson & Hallbäck (1994).

The fourth-order model is seen to give a good description of its behaviour for
both parts. The integral (i.e. M1111) in equation (3.8) is determined from weighted
quadrature of the two-point second-order velocity correlation R4 = uv′. This function
can be seen in figure 18 for 12 different downstream positions.

The position of maximum strain rate in the contraction (see figure 9) is located at
approximately x = −1.1 m, which is essentially at the same position, as seen from
figure 18, as where the correlation function, R4, has its minimum. Consequently this
is also the position where the integral, M1111, has its minimum value. The integral in
equation (3.8) converges to within 90% if the domain is truncated at ρ = 0.04 m and
z = zmax/2, which means that scatter in the integrand for large values of ρ and z has
a very small influence on the total value of the integral M1111.

The results are shown in figure 19 in terms of the variation of the rapid pressure–
strain rate, determined by use of equation (3.8). The repeatability of the results may
be illustrated by the fact that the results in figure 19(b) originate from two different
experiments, which were performed with over a year in between.

It is worth emphasizing that these are the first measurements presented in the
literature to this date where the different parts of the pressure–strain have been
obtained separately.

The comparison in figure 19 shows an excellent agreement with the nonlinear
(fourth-order) model of Johansson & Hallbäck (1994).

6.4. The budget

The total pressure–strain can be determined with good accuracy from balance in
equation (1.6), giving the slow pressure–strain to total pressure–strain ratio as

Π
(s)
11

Π11

= 1− Π
(r)
11

Π11

. (6.4)

This non-dimensional quantity is shown in figure 20 versus the strain rate, σ. The
names ‘slow’ and ‘rapid’ pressure–strain can be interpreted here. At the beginning
of the contraction where the strain rate is low one could believe that the slow
pressure–strain would contribute the major part of the total pressure–strain. This
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is not the case seen from figure 20, where there is only rapid pressure–strain at
the beginning of the contraction. It takes time (hence the name slow) for the triple
correlations, which contribute to the slow pressure–strain, to develop. The second-
order correlations, which determine the rapid pressure–strain, on the other hand,
will immediately respond to the strain. This time lag in the slow pressure–strain rate
cannot be captured by an algebraic model, which indicates a shortcoming in the
second-order moment description of the slow pressure–strain.

The slow part always constitutes more than about 60% of the total pressure–strain
at the position where the strain rate has its maximum value, signifying the importance
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of the slow pressure–strain even in regions of rapid strain. This is somewhat analogous
to the situation in the high-shear, near-wall region of turbulent boundary layers where
the slow part actually dominates over the rapid pressure–strain.

Figure 21 shows the budget of (1.6) where all terms have been determined experi-
mentally. The rapid part of the pressure–strain was measured directly with the aid of
equation (3.8), and the slow part was here determined through balance of equation
(1.6).

From figure 21 we again note that although the strain is quite rapid in the central
part of the contraction the slow pressure–strain is comparable in magnitude to the
rapid part. The effects caused by the difference in anisotropy between the stress and
the dissipation rate, see equation (1.6), are quite small.

6.5. Slow pressure–strain rate

The slow pressure–strain can be determined by use of equation (5.17) with the probes
mounted in a VV-configuration. Using equation (4.4) we can evaluate an effective
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Rotta constant. The resulting experimental values are shown in figure 22(a) versus
the Reynolds number, and are compared there with DNS data of Hallbäck et al.
(1993). Also included is the model proposed by Hallbäck et al. (1993) which is seen to
capture the Reynolds number variation quite well over the whole range of Reynolds
numbers which spans several decades.

The normalized slow pressure–strain, Π (s)
ij /(εfReT ), is shown as a function of the

Reynolds stress anisotropy, a11, in figure 22(b). It is compared with the linear Rotta
model with a Reynolds number dependent Rotta constant, and with the fifth-order
model of Sjögren & Johansson (1997). The linear Rotta model fails to predict the
normalized pressure–strain at high anisotropies, whereas the realizable fifth-order
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model captures the overall behaviour at all anisotropies. Sjögren & Johansson (1997)
have also shown that the fifth-order model predicts the slow-pressure–strain rate
reasonably well over essentially the entire Reynolds stress anisotropy invariant map.
Other nonlinear models have been proposed by e.g. Shih (1995) and Launder (1995)
(see respective chapters in Hallbäck et al. 1995), but these models describe the total
return-to-isotropy term. Complete RST-models and their performance, not only in
axisymmetric turbulence but also in more complex flows, are discussed and analysed
in some detail in Sjögren & Johansson (1997).

The slow pressure–strain can also be determined using equation (3.9) with the
probes mounted in a VW-configuration. This method requires much more work since
the integral of equation (3.9) contains four different two-point third-order velocity
correlations which have to be determined. These correlations can be seen in figure 23
for a case with high degree of anisotropy, at the beginning of the relaxation phase.

A large amount of data is needed to obtain well-defined triple-correlations. This
is particularly obvious for large separations which is seen in figure 23. However, the
largest separations are not very important since the pressure–strain can be calculated
with good accuracy (90%), by truncating the integration at z = 0.1 m and ρ = 0.03 m.

Figure 24 shows a comparison between the two different methods described by
equation (5.17) and equation (3.9), the balancing method and the direct method
respectively, for three different turbulence Reynolds numbers. The balancing method
proved to give a somewhat higher degree of repeatability. One explanation of the
somewhat higher scatter in the data determined directly would be that the direct
method, which involves third-order correlations, requires a longer total sampling
time in order to achieve the same statistical accuracy compared to the second-order
correlations, which are needed for the balancing method.
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One should point out that a direct determination of the pressure–strain rate
(without balancing it out from the Reynolds stress equations) has never previously
been reported, and makes it possible to separately determine the slow and rapid parts
in the case of strained homogeneous axisymmetric turbulence.

7. Concluding remarks
Initially nearly isotropic turbulence was subjected to an axisymmetric strain gener-

ated by a contraction in a wind tunnel. The non-dimensional maximum mean strain
rate (normalized by K/ε) could be varied in the experiments up to values where a be-
haviour close to that described by RDT is achieved in parts of the contraction. It was
demonstrated that the rapid part of the pressure–strain could be accurately determined
from measurements of second-order two-point velocity correlations. The fact that this
could be achieved even in the situations in which the rapid and slow parts are of similar
magnitude opens up new possibilities for detailed testing of pressure strain rate models
using experimental data. The realizable fourth-order model for the rapid pressure–
strain by Johansson & Hallbäck (1994) was shown to accurately describe its behaviour.

It was shown that both the return timescales τr1 and τr2 for the second and the third
invariants of the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor are important quantities in the
analysis of the ‘return-to-isotropy’ process of homogeneous turbulence. The return
process is driven by both viscous and pressure related effects and is very difficult
to analyse with knowledge of only the evolution of the Reynolds stress tensor. The
split of the return-to-isotropy tensor into two parts, the dissipation rate anisotropy
tensor and the slow pressure–strain tensor, was shown to be a good choice since the
dissipation rate anisotropy tensor showed a very weak turbulence Reynolds number
dependence and was very well described by a nonlinear algebraic realizable model.
The slow pressure–strain exhibited both a turbulence Reynolds number dependence
which could reasonably well be described by the model of Hallbäck et al. (1993) and
a dependence on the degree of Reynolds stress anisotropy which could be captured
by a nonlinear algebraic realizable model.

The newly developed theory of Lindborg (1995) for the kinematics of homogeneous
axisymmetric turbulence was shown to be of great experimental importance, leading
to a technique which allows the pressure–strain rate terms to be determined directly.
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